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From the Editor - Another fine year!
Don Carson, NAR #11 069

Front Cover: NASA's 60th Anniversary celebration at
Goddard featured many unusual exhibits. The Shuttle

moonbounce was a big hit.

Photo: A Mankevich

Back cover: From the Sport Range at NARAM-60 in
Pueblo Colorado.

Photo: T. Schweim

Mother Nature came after us this Fall , forcing us to scrub our October and November Sport
Launches at Mt. Airy (and the rain dates!). So now we move into what is for many, the build season.
Kevin Johnson, having cradles on his mind, gives us plans for building a rocket cradle - good for
display and building. We have detailed instructions for building Jourdi Roura’s Swing Flop Wing
Rocket Glider, the drawing for which was in last October’s Zog-43. There is a l ink in the article. Alan
Wil l iams had some thoughts to share on Scale Modeling.

When and how did model rocketry grow overseas? What do they fly over there now? Stuart Lodge
gives is a fascinating introduction to model rocketry in the United Kingdom. I ’m ready to pack my
bags and go!

Every year I do a quick assessment of where the content for the Zog-43 comes from. I count up the
number of submissions - articles, photos (just 1 or a whole launch counted as 1 submission), tips,
news, etc - and who submits them. I t is not exacting science, but it wil l give you the idea.

The results for 201 8 (6 issues) are similar to previous years. We had approximately 1 23
submissions from 27 people and 7 organizations! Of those submissions, 1 03 came from 1 8 club
members and 20 from outside the club. Entities l ike NASA, SpaceX, ESA, Aviation Week and Space
Technology contributed 7 submissions and 9 non-members submitted a total of 1 3 items. This
newsletter truly runs on the efforts of a great group of modelers.

My thanks go out to everyone who contributes to make this a such an outstanding newsletter - the
credit goes to you.

I hope you enjoy this issue.

For questions, answers, opinions, fi les, photos, and more NARHAMS, join the

NARHAMS Yahoo group. I t is free, painless, no ads, and may just be the cure for the

common cold. Also: Facebook if you are not parnoid about that sort of thing.
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ZOG-43 is dedicated to model rocketeers of al l ages,
abil ities, and interest. We are committed to providing the
most current, up-to-date information on model and real
world rocketry, and to provide educational material , as
well as, entertaining information.

ZOG-43 is published bi-monthly and is available to al l
paid up members of NARHAMS. Club membership is
open to all , dues are 1 0 cent per week.

Material in ZOG-43 is copyrighted. Free and unlimited
reproduction is granted with the proper credit to the
author and/or ZOG-43.

I f you have any questions about ZOG-43, NARHAMS,
subscriptions, or if you have any comment(s),
correspondence, or if you’d l ike to submit an article, send
them to:

ZOG-43
11 7 Coventry Ct.
Macon, NC 27551

Email us at: zog43editor@yahoo.com

About NARHAMS
The National Association of Rocketry Headquarters Astro
Modeling Section, or NARHAMS, serves Baltimore, the
state of Maryland. , Washington, DC and the surrounding
Metropolitan areas. The club is a section (#1 39) of the
National Association of Rocketry (NAR).

We are the oldest continuously active model rocket club
in the United States, first establ ished as a high school
club in 1 963, changing our name to NARHAMS when
chartered as a NAR section in 1 965. NARHAMS is the
only seven time winner of the NAR “Section of the Year”
award (1 997, 1 998, 1 999, 2001 , 2004, 2006, and 2007).

NARHAMS members regularly fly their model rockets at
NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt Md, at
Old National Regional park near Mt. Airy, Md. and at the
Carrol l County Agriculture Center, near Westminster, Md.

NARHAMS welcomes all to our monthly meetings and
launches.

For detai ls, dates and directions to our club, meetings
and launches, go to: http: //narhams.org
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Show, near Brighton, in September 1 982. I drove

down to the venue and made the acquaintance

of Paul Clark and several others. The rockets

were spectacular, flying in front of a large crowd

– how did they manage to do it? I learned plenty

at Plumpton. . .not least that rockets had been

flown in the UK, often at a place called

Yatesbury, in Wiltshire, for a significant period. In

Scotland too, where a character cal led John

Stewart had been boosting rockets since before

the Second World War.

UK Genesis ~ UK Model Rocketry is al l about

paradoxes, no kits, materials…sti l l less, model

rocket motors, became available in the shops ‘ti l

1 990. But a Great Britain team had featured at

FAI World Championships – normally in Cold

War nations – during the 1 970s and ‘80s.

Seriously strange that we were able to field an

international team, in an activity that had not

G. HARRY STINE made it all happen ‘Stateside in

the mid-to-late 1 950s ...simplz. Professional

rocket scientist at White Sands Missile Range

after World War 2, Stine saw the need for a spare

time activity, based on what was to become the

Space Race. Crucially, he recognised the need

for a body to control what became known as

Model Rocketry and with fellow devotee, Orville

H. Carlisle, in 1 957, set up the National

Association of Rocketry - the legendary NAR.

Harry Stine also presented the activity to

Féderátion Aéronautique Internationale (FAI), in

the 1 960s and suggesting contest classes that

had been trialled by the NAR for a couple of

years. But what was happening in the UK and

Europe?

Your Scribe ~ My personal involvement started in

the early1 980s, after reading a feature in

AeroModeller magazine by a Brighton-based

character cal led Paul Clark, for membership of the

‘British Space Modell ing Association’ and made

further enquiries. Enquiries that el icited information

l ike, “nothing available in the shops. . ”; “one or two

legal issues. . ”; “no one seems to want to know..” etc.

So, nothing to waste money on; can’t do it anyway;

no one to get information from.. .so why did it not stop

there?!? . .And I ’ve no satisfactory answer, but for

many, that was where it al l stopped. Paradoxical ly,

there was a ‘flying meeting’ at the Plumpton Model

By Stuart Lodge

Model Rocketry
…Across the Pond!
Part 1

Continued next page

Your scribe poses beside a full size Bristol

Aerojet Skua, at the Royal Gunpowder Mills, at

Walton Abbey, UK. The models are 1 /3 and 1 /5

replicas on BAJ Skuas. A flying meeting set up

by UKRA in 2010, at a most interesting venue.

Model Rocketry-Space Modelling was up and

running, long before we got started in the UK. A

pretty global activity and very popular, especially

in Eastern Europe.

ModRoc motors you’ve heard of, plus a few that you

haven’t! Whatever, it’s still all about Specific Impulse,

Thrust-Delay curves.
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hobby trade came on stream

and with BMFA’s help, the

Government’s Health &

Safety Executive (HSE)

permitted the importation of

Estes’ model rocketry

motors into the UK, in the

run-up to 1 990. Peter

MacKenzie of Porteous

Developments gets most of

the credit.

Evolution ~ The early-

1 990s saw the Model

Rocketry come official ly

under the control of the

BMFA, a synergistic l iaison.

BMFA provides third party

accident insurance, interacts

with government bodies and

affi l iation with the FAI . Model

Rocketry-Space Modell ing

had evolved into an official

and responsible activity.

Through the 1 990s to the

present, flying groups have

developed within the UK, the

most notable being the

United Kingdom Rocketry

Association (UKRA), which

provided a more nationwide

alternative to SERFs. Bigger

and better model rocketry

products were now needed,

beyond the scope of Estes.

But High Power Rocketry

even official ly started here in the British Isles.

Significantly, Paul Clark attended 1 980’s 5th World

Space Modell ing Championships, at Lakehurst NJ,

USA, as a member of Team GBR. Paul decided

that we needed more action this side of the Atlantic

and set up the British Space Modell ing Association

and we were on the launch pad. Closer l iaison with

the British Model Flying Association (BMFA) – the

UK body that controls Model Flying – was needed

and this came about surprisingly easily. A

significant number of embryonic model rocket fl iers

seemed to have ‘Stateside connections and the

crucial factor in the genesis – the model rocket

motor – began to appear in small numbers. Now,

al l this wasn’t strictly legal, but it was this discreet

and responsible law bending that got official

attitudes and regulations changed. In time, the

Across the Pond, Continued

Continued next page

BMFA has contributed a lot to UK Model Rocketry evolution over the

decades. Contributed a lot to your scribe’s record collection too!

UKRoC is not just about schools. Army, Air Force and Navy cadets

have featured over years. This is 2013’s edition…is that egg intact,

or not! ?

Below: That’s what I call a VENUE…2014’s UKRoC Finals were

hosted by Charterhouse School, Godalming, UK. Flying facilities

were good too.
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(HPR) brought the need for Ammonium Perchlorate

Composite propellants, which implied another raft of

regulations from HSE. SERFs, with the assistance of

BMFA, did the groundwork with HSE and made these

products accessible to UK modellers, trading on the safe

& sound track record UK model rocketry had achieved.

UKRA has been instrumental in establishing HPR codes of

practice and competence levels, mimicking those in the

USA.

Status Quo ~ In truth, the global recession reduced the

numbers flying Model Rockets in the UK. How many

BMFA members build and boost rockets? UKRA’s current

membership is in the region of 1 50, but it should be

emphasised that not al l flying groups are l inked to UKRA.

Many BMFA model aircraft flyers also boost model

rockets, frequently with their chi ldren, probably layering in

another 200. FAI Space Modell ing – international contest

rocketry – has its own dedicated group, numbering

approximately 20. Club numbers ebb & flow, but 1 0-1 5

flying groups actively exist within the UK, notably,

Southern England Rocket Flyers (SERFs) who managed

most of the positive developments in the late 1 980s and

1 990s. Natural ly, there are ‘unaffi l iated’ rocketeers too,

who build/boost rockets…concerning in some ways, as

these folk are routinely uninsured and may not work to the

Model Rocketry Safety Code. Reasonable to estimate that

~1 000 people in the UK are regular, or occasional, rocket

builders.

What’s available? …Plenty of Estes’ stuff, frequently in the

hobby shops. Special ist suppliers include, Rockets and

Things and Deepsky Rocket Shop. Products available

include, Public Missi les, Cesaroni Technology, LOC

Precision, Apogee, Giant Leap, Top Flite et al. FAI Space

Modell ing stuff available too, from model bodies to

eastern European motors. Books too, including

The Model Rocketry Handbook, Model Rocketry-

Space Modell ing, The interspace. . Book of Space

Travels, al l by someone with a name like mine.

The most significant

development in recent

times is

UKRoC…United

Kingdom Rocketry

Challenge, the

equivalent of Team

America Rocketry

Challenge (TARC).

International rocketeer,

John Jacomb has been

responsible for >1 00

UK schools, in

England, Wales,

Scotland & Northern

Continued next page

Across the Pond, Continued

John Jacomb set up 2014’s UKRoC

Finals. Probably the most significant

Model Rocketeer in the UK…here he

is, laying down the law!

Chelmsford County Girls High School

(CCGHS) featured in the 2014 UKRoC

Finals and did really well. It’s not just

about the boys!

‘Hanna’ ofCCGHS presses the

button at 2014’s UKRoC Finals

at Charterhouse, scoring a good

flight, a super location.

Some entries even employ

dual parachute recovery

systems. This one comes

down near the PA, at

Charterhouse.
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Young People

LOVE boosting

rockets! This is

the array of

Teams at 2014’s

UKRoC, note the

sponsors listed

out on the display

board…all very

generous.

Right: Super, colourful

rocket delivers yet

another good result, in

front of the Control &

Display Tent at

Charterhouse. 2014’s

event remembered as

one of the very best.

I reland and 1 000s of young people, of both

sexes, to take part in this scientific rocketry

event. I t’s al l about Predicted Altitude and

Duration, teamwork, putting theory into

practice…with rules and fl ight objectives

that are modified each year. Things are not

as good as they could be, but we’re

confident that the activity has a future.

Europe…the Mainland ~ I t’s less about

the western end of the European Union

(EU) and more about the former-Iron

Curtain nations. Time now to explain the

words, Model Rocketry and Space

Modell ing…the former is what Americans

and British call our activity; latter…what the

rest of the world cal ls it! Space Modell ing

is most often the term used to define

international FAI contest flying. Europe wil l

feature in Part 2.

Recovery time ~ That’s about enough for

Part 1 . What flags up, is the dichotomy

between Sport ‘fly-for-fun’ rocketry and FAI

Space Modell ing and other forms of

‘contest rocketry’. For most people, model

rocketry is about ‘doing your own thing. . ’ .

FAI Space is about rigid model

specifications, propellant designations,

dedicated rocket motors, defined contest

classes and structured World & Continental

Championships, World Cup & Open

International events. For most, that’s not

‘fun flying’, but for those of us who do

it…total ly addictive!

Left: Yet another boost,

supervised by RSO

John Jacomb, at 2014’s

UKRoC Finals. Flying

standard was brilliant

throughout.

Across the Pond, Continued
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I sparingly use a small amount of

epoxy in the construction. Many

would disagree with this on a glider,

but it has worked for me. When

called for, use very l ittle, the stuff is

heavy.

Tools

There are a number of optional things

that can help you build gl iders faster or

more accurately.

Razor plane to shape the wing faster

and wth less dust, strictly optional.

Sanding block, 1 50 and 220, use self adhesive sand paper.

Block can be a shop made wooden block (8-1 2” long) or an

aluminum Great Planes block. You should use one for any glider

build.

Photos: D. Carson
The drawings for this design were

published in the September/October

201 7 issue of the Zog-43 and is

available here (http: //narhams.org/zog-

43/v39/zog43_v39n05_201 71 0.pdf) or

on the NAR FAI page, as the FAI S4A

Rocket Glider - Spanish Design, here

(http: //www.nar.org/wp-

content/uploads/201 8/08/FAI-S4A-

Rocket-Glider-201 8.pdf).

This design is one that has evolved

over the years. Jourdi modified the

design he got from the Moscow Institute

of Aviation and has graciously shared it

with us. I have made some changes, as

well . In some cases, the changes are to

improve rel iabi l ity. In some cases they

are intended to improve aerodynamics.

 Along the l ine, there are substitutions

that have been made to improve competitiveness but may involve

materials that are more expensive or difficult to obtain. There is no

reason to use those materials when learning how to build and fly this

type of model. For beginners, I recommend starting with the cheaper,

easier to get materials unti l the model works right for you. Then

introduce changes, as you desire, for competition models. I think the

basic model makes a perfectly fine contest model on its own.

One thing I am careful with is trying to improve the alignment of the

various components as they get assembled.

Building the Jourdi Roura S4A Swing Flop Wing
By Don Carson

Continued next page

Glide configuration, note rubber bands that deploy the flop wings.

Wil-Kro razor plane.

Two Roura models.
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Bevel jig for dihedral and squaring up flop

wing joints. Can be made by many wood

workers.

Cutting mat with grid pattern for al igning

and gluing the fuse/stab/plate

1 ”x2”x3” steel block and small button

magnet — optional but helps glue the

vertical fin on perpendicular to Stab.

Box fan and filter set up by your bench to

suck away the sanding dust.

Wire cutter (hardened for music wire) and

pliers to bend and form all the fiddly bits.

Materials

- 1 /8” x 3’ x 36” balsa for the wing (for contests, I use C-grain, Contest

balsa. Don’t bother for practice gl iders)

- 0.1 25” Carbon Fiber (CF) tube, not sol id rod. Hobby shop or online

- BT5 Body tube and nose cones — online or maybe in hobby stores

- 1 /8” x 3/8” x 1 2” or 36” long Basswood - Hobby store or online

-1 /1 6” x 2” x 36 inch balsa 9 light weight C-grain is best)

- Straight pins

- 1 /8” dowel

- Hairbands for deploying the wings (if not using music wire springs)

- Rubber bands or dental owner chain for caisson deploy.

- Cotton thread (get spec)

- Masking tape and/or Mylar tape.

- Launch lug, if launching on a launch rod

- Modeling clay for trimming the assembled model to gl ide correctly

- 0.040” dri l l for fuse and wind pivot

- 3 mm or Imperial equivalent bolt/nut/washer

- Cyanoacrylate super glue (CA), 20 or 30 minute epoxy

- Small amount of fiberglass cloth

- Tyvec tape for hinges — (not cheap, there are other options, read

some of the other material on wing hinges)

Advance Materials

- 0.098” CF fuselage

- G1 0 plate and wedge liner (https://www.asp-

rocketry.com/ecommerce/G-1 0-Fiberglass-Sheet.cfm?cat_id=67)

- 1 /32” Japanese tissued epoxy vac bagged tai l surfaces

- 0.01 5” music wire - Hobby store or online. (alternate .01 4” SS fishing

l ine)

- Piston launcher for best performance

Build order:

You wil l want to scuff the CF boom wherever you wil l be gluing to it.

Warning - use a mask and vacuum whenever cutting, sanding

and drill ing Carbon Fiber materials. The dust is bad stuff, you

don’t want to be breathing it.

Parallel Activities - you can make these parts in any order you wish

Wing - 1 /8” x 3” stock

1 . Cut wing sheet to the cord width.

2. Sand top and bottom smooth.

3. Mark tips, cut out, sand smooth.

4. Mark hinge and center l ines.

5. Mark high point 5/8” from the Leading

Edge (LE).

6. Airfoi l the whole wing. Re-mark hinge

lines(top), not centerl ine (or you wil l mistakenly cut there, sooner or

later, don’t ask me how I know).

7. Optional - Dye wings, or color with permanent marker

8. Cut hinge lines with a square. True up 90 degrees, if necessary.

9. Bevel one side of each hinge joint 8 or 1 0 degrees.

1 0. Use thin CA to harden hinge area, being careful not to glue the

wing open or closed.

Swing Flop, Continued

Continued next page

Homemade sanding block and bevel

j ig. Jig is simply a pine block cut with

an 8 or 10o angle on one face.

A razor plane makes quick work

of roughing out the airfoil.
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11 . Cut hinge tape strips and attach

tips to center section of wing.

1 2. Optional , if using torsion springs

to deploy flop wings, instal l the spring

retaining loops.

1 3. Find center of middle panel, draw

center l ine top and bottom

1 4. Optional - CA a 1 /4”

square fiberglass pad on top of the wing where the pivot hole wil l be

for wing washer to bear on.

1 5. Sand wedge 1 /8”, glue to centerl ine bottom of wing

1 6. Optional - glue a thin G1 0 plate to the wedge to provide a smooth

pivot surface.

1 7. Dri l l hole for pivot from bottom side (centering the hole in wedge),

as shown on the drawing. Reinforce the area with thin CA. Re-dri l l the

hole after CA cures.

1 8. Paint wings with 2 coats of butyrate dope thinned 50%

Tail - Cut out tai l surfaces, sand. Mark CL perpendicular to LE on both

sides. Optional - you can use 1 /32” vacuum tissued balsa.

Boom - cut to length - 1 5”

Power pod - cut out pylon (basswood, 3/8” tal l for 1 3 mm motors, 1 /2”

tal l for 1 0.5mm motors, ~1 ”long), tube, coupler reinforcement if used.

Glue pylon to tube. Leave aft of tube overhang 1 /4” to al low for taping

the motor in place, CA aft of the tube exterior so repeated removal of

tape won’t damage tube.

Fiddly Bits - Wedge, plywood plate, wire bits - cut and form per the

drawing.

Assembly - it is helpful to use a flat surface with a

grid pattern on it (l ike a cutting mat) to help with

al igning and squaring up parts.

1 . Glue stab to aft end of boom using tiny amount of

20 minute epoxy. Put a shim of the same thickness

as the stab under the forward part of the boom to

keep the boom level.

2. Lay the boom/stab assembly on a flat surface, stab

side down. Epoxy Mount plate to the boom per plan,

same side as the stab. Use only a small bead of

epoxy.

3. Locate the pivot bolt hole per plan.

4. Dri l l hole for pivot screw in fuselage/mount plate. Tip - I fi le a

small flat on the CF boom. Then I dri l l with a tiny dri l l and fol low that

up with an 0.039” or 0.040” dia. bit. I t helps to keep the hole centered

in the CF boom. If you go off center, don’t worry, the plate wil l

maintain the strength of the fuselage.

Continued next page

Fashion springs — make 2” long C shaped springs from

0.015” music wire.

Swing Flop, Continued

Use a sewing needle to pass thread from

top to the bottom side and back up to the

top to form a loop on the bottom. Pull

tight and CA the thread.

When forming the thread loop, use a

larger wire (~0.022") so there is some

clearance. You can see where fiberglass

reinforcement has been CA'ed where the

"legs" of the spring will rest.

Torsion Spring Details.

Installing the hinges.
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power pod.

4. Fold the tip panels

and rotate the wing

90 degrees to the

launch configuration.

5. Holding the wing in

launch position, loop

a burn thread through

the vent ports,

around the pylon, to

the wing hook and

back the same path.

Pul l tight against the fuselage. Pull the thread tight and secure with

tape. I f the wing pulls away from the fuselage, remove the tape,

pul l tight and re-tape.

Launch - Unfortunately, the selection of US

motors for S4A is not so good. An A3-4T works

but is real ly too long of a delay, you wil l lose

some altitude before deployment. I have flown

them on the A1 0-3T, which is a better delay, but

they have a pretty high initial thrust spike. I

have never had one fail with either motor. I

always launch with a piston, which helps with

the long delays. You can also fly these with a

1 /2A3-2T.

5. Glue the fin on top of stab. Tack with

thin CA, l ightly fi l let with epoxy

6. Insert the bolt from the boom side up

through the plate. This is easy to get

reversed, check the drawing. Apply a

small amount of epoxy around the head

of bolt.

7. Assemble wing on boom.

8. Add wire bits, see the drawing and

photos. The plan shows a dowel glued

in a hole in the wing to l imit the swing of

the wing to 90 degrees. Optional - glue

the swing l imiter into the wedge so that

it hits the plate, see photo to the right.

9. Glue Power Pod to front end,

opposite side of fin, this too, is easy to

get reversed. Reinforce with

pylon/boom joint with a small

wrap of fiberglass/CA. Tip - you

can use a length of aluminum

angle to al ign the pylon

perpendicular with the tai l , see

photo.

Pre-Flight

1 . Verify the angle for each tip

panel and adjust if necessary. Tip

- I use this $5 (sometimes less)

Multipurpose Angle Finder from Harbor

Freight, works

great. https://www.harborfreight.com/multi

purpose-angle-finder-1 028.html.

2. Hook up all springs and/or rubber bands.

3. Trim the model for a nice gl ide with a burnt out motor casing in the

Using a square block and a small button

magnet to align the fin for gluing.

Swing Flop, Continued

Two side views of the burn thread routing. The thread is

taped on the body tube in a "U" so that it won't slip.

Launch and glide

configurations of a

torsion spring variant of

Jourdi's design.

Aluminum angle clamped to the tail can align

the power pod pylon during assembly.
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The NASA Goddard Visitor Center hosted
a celebration in honor of NASA’s 60th

anniversary on Saturday, Sept 29, 201 8.
This celebration commemorated the
creation of NASA as the nation’s civi l
space agency pursuant to the 1 958
National Aeronautics and Space Act. The
goal of the celebration was to allow the
public to learn more about Goddard’s role
at NASA from the people who work there.
A public tour of the Spacecraft Integration
and Test Facil ity was a feature of this
celebration. NASA Goddard was one of
several Centers hosting activities that
weekend. NARHAMS was invited to
participate by the Visitor Center’s Deanna
Trask.

NARHAMS assembled its team of user-friendly
ambassadors which included Alex Mankevich,
Michael Cochran, Jim Miers, Mark Wise and Ole
Ed Pearson. Joining the NARHAMS display was a
Team America Rocketry Challenge (TARC)
recruitment drive spearheaded by Chris Stephens.
Joining Chris in his effort were Robin Houston,
Charis Houston, Namisa M’Bayo, Adiatu Kamara,
and Bryce Stephens. We were slated to be
positioned outside the Visitor Center in the rocket
garden. We set up basical ly between the big
Delta rocket and the Visitor Center. Our display
was arranged as three tables under the shelter of
two pop-up tents with the TARC display
shouldered at either side by rocket displays. Jim
Miers set up an eye-catching stand-alone display
of a mid-power rocket mounted on a rail launcher.

Outreach: NARHAMS Displays at the
NASA 60th Anniversary Open House

Continued next page

By Alex Mankevich - NARHAMS President

NARHAMS set up three tables under two pop-up tents. Jim

Miers’ mid-power rocket on a rail launcher anchored the right

side of the display.

Photo: E. Pearson

A closer look at the colorful rockets and handouts on

display.

Photo: A. Mankevich

Above: The display crew – part one: Top L-R: Alex

Mankevich; Michael Cochran. Bottom L-R: Namisa

M’Bayo (seated), Adiatu Kamara; Charis Houston, Bryce

Stephens.

Left: The display crew – part two: Top L-R: Robin

Houston; Jim Miers. Bottom L-R: Mark Wise; Chris

Stephens.

Photo: E. Pearson
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Chris Stephens set up a glider on its
launch apparatus.

Other exhibitors included the Gravitational
Astrophysics Lab, the NASA Space
Science Space Consortium, a James
Webb space telescope display, the
OSIRIS-Rex asteroid sample return
mission, and Robotics All iance. Perhaps
the most eye-catching feature for the day
was a moon bounce in the shape of a ‘ful l-
up’ space shuttle (see the front cover).

Presentations were scheduled in the
auditorium and included talks about an
introduction to the large infrared James
Webb Space Telescope, a brief history of
the Hubble Space Telescope, the active
search for exoplanets, robots in space and
NASA’s search for l ife beyond the solar
system. The hot ticket presentation (by
far) was by our own Bil l Boublitz who presented a celebration
of the Apollo mission milestones with an insider’s look at the
future plans to observe the Apollo milestones happening in
the coming months.

The order of the day was to restrict attendance to NASA
employees and their guests from 1 0:00 AM to 1 2:00 noon.
Doors were open to the public from 1 2:00 noon to 4:00 PM.
We had a slow trickle of visitors to our display from the NASA
employees. The real action started after the public was
invited in. We quickly ran out of our initial offering of
handouts for NARHAMS, the First Sunday Goddard
Launches and for TARC, and a hasty replenishment of these
goodies was performed. A number of visiting men confessed
to launching model rockets when they were young. A
number of the youngsters were thri l led to discover that the
model rockets contained parachutes.

Your reporter availed himself to the Spacecraft Integration
and Test Facil ity tour. The tour was restricted to the raised

NASA's 60, Continued

Continued next page

Bill Boublitz presented the Apollo missions

milestones and the Saturn V rocket.

Photo: E. Pearson

The display team engaged with numerous visitors to our

display tables.

Photo: A. Mankevich

Right: Two young

men learn about

rockets from Jim

Miers. Dad is there to

make sure Jim got it

right.

Photo: A. Mankevich
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gallery above floor level, so there
was no walking among (and
finger-poking) the instruments.
The first station on the tour
featured our own DJ Emmanuel
as the host. DJ delivered an
impassioned overview of the
function of the clean rooms seen
from his vantage point. He
described the necessity of
donning “bunny suits” to minimize
exposure of the spacecraft to
contaminants.

An email from Deanna Trask the
day fol lowing the event notified us
that NASA Goddard was able to
share their achievements with
1 ,000 people who attended the
event. Al l who attended were
thankful for the pleasant weather.

We close this article with a few
public service announcements
regarding upcoming NASA
Goddard plans. Goddard hosted
an International Observe the
Moon Night on October 20th. This
event focused on highl ighting the
50th anniversary of the Apollo
program. Visitors can found hands-on activities, lunar art, and telescope
observations of the Moon and the night sky. Speakers shared Goddard’s
involvement in Apollo from past to present, current preparations for future human
exploration of rocky worlds, and personal memories of Moon landings.

Looking ahead to next year (you read it here first), NASA Goddard plans another
of its well-received open houses at which several of the buildings on the
Goddard campus wil l be open for public tours. This open house wil l be a
celebration of the 50th anniversary of NASA Goddard, which was established on
May 1 , 1 959 as NASA's first space fl ight complex. Thousands of visitors are
expected for this major event, and your invitation is already in the mail !

NARHAMSter DJ Emmanuel anchored the first stop on

the Spacecraft Integration and Test Facility tour. DJ

explained the function of the clean rooms.

Photo: A. Mankevich

NASA's 60, Continued

A detailed look at one of the many vacuum chambers in

the Building 7 Spacecraft Integration and Test Facility.

Photo: A. Mankevich
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Making a PVC Rocket Cradle
By Kevin Johnson

Continued next page

I recently had a request to display a large rocket at a school

science night. The rocket needed to be on a table, and kids would

interact with the model, without it getting knocked around too much.

I had seen several large rocket stands at launches over the years,

but didn’t have one of my own, so I decided to make one.

I did a quick google image search for “PVC rocket stand” and found

a couple of examples to work from. I needed to make two X shaped

parts to make the legs and hold the rocket, and to tie the X’s

together, a couple of ground supports and some elbows. I picked

1 ” diameter schedule 40 pipe for the main parts because it is cheap

and easy to work with using hand tools. Here is the parts l ist I

ended up with, you can adjust the lengths for the size of your

rocket.

Make the Parts

1 2’ section of 1 ” schedule 40 PVC, cut to the fol lowing lengths

using a hacksaw:

1 . 5” for the top of the X’s, 4 required

2. 6” for the bottoms of the X’s, 4 required

(Note: if you make these 5” long, you can make 2 stands from your

section of pipe.)

3. 1 0” for the ground supports, 2 required

4. 1 ” diameter schedule 40 cross connector, 2 required

5. 1 ” diameter schedule 40 elbow connector, 90-degree, 4 required

6. 1 ” diameter schedule 40 end cap, 4 required

Photo on the right are the parts laid out after cutting the pipe to the

lengths above.

Photos: K. Johnson
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All Photos: K. Johnson

Rocket Cradle, Continued

Assembly

Take one of the 4-way cross connectors

and insert 2 of the 5” lengths into the

holes on one side of the X.

Insert 2 of the 6” lengths into the

opposite side.

Do the same so you have 2 X’s with two

6” legs and two 5” legs.

Attach an end cap to each 5” leg.

Attach a 90-degree elbow to each 6”

leg.

Insert a 1 0” ground support into the

elbows on one of your X’s. Align the

ground supports so they are paral lel to

each other.

Insert the other end of the ground

supports into the elbows on the

remaining X.

I did not use PVC cement to connect the parts, friction fit seems to be fine, and allows for

me to break down the cradle for storage. An upgrade that I have seen is to put sections of

foam pipe insulation on the arms to protect the rocket.
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October Meeting Highlights

Right: Kevin

Johnson provided

an overview of the

2018 WSMC.

Teammates chimed

in with their

experiences.

Photo: D. Carson

The meeting theme was the 2018 World

Space Modeling Championships (WSMC).

In attendance was NOVAAR's John

Langford, and team members Kevin

Johnson, Charis Houston and her Mom,

Robin, Dave O'Bryan, and Don Carson.

Here is a carefully staged photo of

everyone looking the other way. We were

also super happy to have Mary and John

McCoy join us again.

Photo: D. Carson

By Don Carson

Dave O'Bryan attended after an extended absense.

New member Julia Joseph and her dad attended their

first NARHAMS meeting.

Photo: D. Carson
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Nov. Meeting Highlights

Right: Members plan

2019 activities at the

November club meeting.

In the foreground is a

cache of 35+ year-old

donated rocket supplies

that will find their way to

the raffle/auction tables at

the holiday party.

Photo: E. Pearson

Left: Jim Filler shows off a keychain

camera and 3-D printed Cineroc

camera housing (right) he made at

the public library—Arundel, Carrol,

Howard, and Montgomery county

libraries in Md provide 3-D printing

services.

Photo: E. Pearson

NARHAMS Club
Merchandise

NARHAMS now has an online store
for club mechandise. No more

waiting for a group buy. Lots more
choices of colors and
styles. Plus, a huge
variety of items, much
more than we have ever

had in the past.

Shirts, Hoodies, Hats,
Mugs and more!

End your loved ones' gift shopping
dilemma - leave this page open and

circle this announcement.

New Online Store for NARHAMS
Merchandise:

https://www.cafepress.com/narhams

By Ed Pearson
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Continued next page

October 201 8 Goddard Launch Report:

By Alex Mankevich

I t was a warm day for a model rocket launch. The
temperatures and humidity were summer-l ike despite
this being the first official Goddard launch of autumn.
On the plus side, the winds were gentle and the skies
kept getting clearer as the launch wore on. Goddard
Visitor Center Operations Manager DJ Emmanuel
had informed me the night before that he had
charged the launch batteries.

That was a good thing because a HUGE turn-out of
flyers showed up. The parking lot fi l led up and the
safety check-in queue stretched back past the Apollo
capsule. The crowd count was aided by Cub Scout
Pack 8 out of Bethesda. They brought about twenty
of the Estes Generic E2X rockets for launching.

Taking advantage of this beehive of Goddard launch
activity were two journalists from the Voice of
America (VOA). VOA’s website states they are “the
largest U.S. international broadcaster, providing news
and information in more than 40 languages to an
estimated weekly audience of 236.8 mil l ion people.
VOA produces content for digital , television, and
radio platforms”. The VOA crew filmed the entire range of activity for a Goddard launch, from
purchasing a model in the gift shop, assembling the kit, getting a safety check, loading the
rocket on the launch pad, to final ly the launch itself. They had interviewed a number of the
NARHAMSters including Ole Ed Pearson, Ted Cochran, Jim Miers and Ed Jackson. A few of
the visitors were interviewed as well .

The NARHAMSters responded in their usual professional manner to the increased crowd and
launch activity. J im and Ted kept busy throughout the day assisting several visitors to assemble
and prep their rockets. Sarah Jackson and Bil l Boublitz passed a seemingly ceaseless crowd
through the Safety Check-in. Michael Cochran and Alex Mankevich hustled at the launch rack

Left: Superhero

Captain America

waits patiently at

the head of the

check-in queue as

Bill Boublitz (R)

and Sarah Jackson

(C) checked, rail

assigned and did

minor repairs.

Photo: E.

Pearson

Right: Voice of

America journalist

Alex Kruglyakov

(L) and Ole Ed

have a chuckle over

recovery wadding

(Ed accused Alex of

having his sheets! ).

Photo: D. Pearson

The loading of the

launch rack was

assisted by

Michael Cochran

(second from

right) and Alex

Mankevich (R).

Photo: E.

Pearson
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October Goddard Launch, Continued

to keep the launch flow going.
Michael performed about 30 igniter
wire misfire replacements on this
busy day. New Ed Jackson
tirelessly announced the
countdowns and provided color
commentary about model rocketry,
the models on the launch pad and
NARHAMS’ upcoming activities.
Ian Cochran had wandered across
the entire Visitor Center grounds as
he recovered about ten rockets
from the trees for their grateful
owners.

Jul ie Saba and Shirley Ramos of
the Goddard Visitor Center reported
that they awarded forty-one new
First Time Flyer Certificates. The
ladies confided in us that they
tal l ied 236 visitors for the day – an
impressive number. We had set
what Ed Jackson regards a
modern-day record of model rocket
fl ights for a Goddard Sunday.

A scout pack is seen engaged in the fury of pre-launch model rocket

preparation.

Photo: A. Mankevich

Jim Miers is at the center of activity as modelers prep their rockets for

flight.

Photo: A. Mankevich

Poor Ted Cochran appears to

have got his thumb stuck in a

motor mount as he assists

modelers to prep their rockets

for flight.

Photo: A. Mankevich

Michael Cochran readies to install yet

another new igniter wire following a

misfire.

Photo: A. Mankevich
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The NAR’s annual technical conference
returns in 201 9 to Florida’s Space Coast, epic
home of Cape Canaveral Air Force Station

and NASA’s Kennedy Space Center, where 50
years ago next summer the first lunar landing
mission was launched into history. The golden

anniversary of that milestone wil l echo
throughout NARCON 201 9.

March 1 -3, 201 9.

FOR MORE INFO

Upcoming Meeting
Presentation Topics:

December 1 Holiday Pot Luck Dinner and Raffle

January 5 Cleaning up our equipment

February 2 FROG Award Nominations and Multi-stage

Up

Upcoming Launches/Themes:
 

December 2 NASA Goddard public launch

December 1 5 Mt Airy/Tannenbaums Take Flight!

January 6 NASA Goddard public launch

January - No Mt Airy Sport Launch

February 3 NASA Goddard public launch

February 1 6 Mt Airy/Multi-stage

 

Bits and Pieces

Welcome New/Renewing Members

New Members

Jake Fil ler, Jul ia Joseph, Addy Perry

Renewals

James Duffy, Alex Mankevich, David O'Bryan

Not Reading
Your Own Copy
of the Zog-43?
Join NARHAMS
and have your own
copy emailed to
you hot off the
press. Only

$5/year! Click here.
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Continued next page

November 201 8 Goddard Launch Report:

By Alex Mankevich

The November 201 8 Goddard Launch began with

presentations of NASA rocketry and model rocketry

to a delegation of Bulgarian guests. Stoi l Avramov,

a member of the US F3J team in Brasov, Romania

and the US Spacemodell ing team in Poland for

201 8, and NARHAMS President Alex Mankevich

produced presentations which were offered in the

Visitor Center’s auditorium. Stoil ’s dad, Dimitre,

supported our rocket guests and ended up helping

visitors getting their models ready for fl ight.

Sarah Jackson and Ted Cochran managed the

safety check-in station as they checked for

nosecone fits, fin attachments and motor retention

during their safety inspections. Michael Cochran

and Alex Mankevich reprised their monthly roles by

helping visitors at the launch rack. Ed Jackson set

the pace as the launch officer. He narrated the

launches, provided color commentary regarding

NARHAMS’ activities, and directed the first timers to

receive their certificates at the front desk inside the

Visitor Center. Ian Cochran retrieved a number of

model rockets snagged by the trees which were

resplendent in their fal l fol iage. Ole Ed Pearson

provided build assistance inside the Visitor Center

and performed the photography of the day’s events.

Shirley Ramos awarded the First Time Flyers their

certificates inside the Visitor Center.

Dimitre Avramov helped visitors getting their

models ready.

Photo: E. Pearson

James Miers

brought his TARC

team out to launch

for familiarization.

Here he hands out

an altimeter for a

flight.

Photo: E. Pearson

Sarah Jackson and Ted Cochran

check for nosecone fits during

safety inspection.

Photo: E. Pearson
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November Goddard Launch, Continued

Michael Cochran prepares two Estes Fractured model rockets for

launch.

Photo: A. Mankevich

Michael Cochran loads a Bullpup with a

new igniter after a misfire. Note the

waiting rocketeers in the background..

Photo: E. Pearson

The Check-In station was a busy venue as Sarah Jackson and Ted Cochran

assigned launch rails for about 100 flights.

Photo: A. Mankevich

Stoil Avramov presented the principles ofmodel rocket flight to Bulgarian guests

in the Visitor Center’s auditorium prior to the day’s launch.

Photo: A. Mankevich

James Miers brought his 201 9 TARC

team out to launch for famil iarization of

launch activity. Among the instructions

Jim provided to his team was the use of

altimeters for a model rocket fl ight.

Scout Packs #224 of Sykesvil le,

Maryland and #1 49 out of Arl ington,

Virginia beefed up the number of flyers

participating in this launch. The weather

final ly turned fal l-l ike as it produced a

mild day with temperatures in the mid

50’s. I t was a sunny day with the wind

picking up later during the launch. A

number of rockets ended up drifting into

the parking lot below the launch site.

We tal l ied 1 00 fl ights with about 20

igniter misfires which Michael Cochran

expertly corrected.
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The attraction scale modeling holds for us is the
personal chance to reproduce history.
Understanding the mechanism of things, from
medieval castles to world-cruising aircraft is
powerful. I t doesn’t matter if you are recreating a
fighter plane, a trebuchet, or the engine of the
Orient Express. The how and why wil l speak
plain. As you rig the topsails of that scale frigate
Constitution, you can’t escape hearing the creak
of her ropes, wood, and canvas. Feel her shiver
as she plows the angry seas, hunting the
enemy. . .

This is especial ly true when attempting a flying
replica of aircraft or rockets. To mental ly
experience the air surging across metal and
know that what you build wil l soon do the same
is pretty neat.

However, it is also true that your chosen model
may actual ly not be accurate, for a number of
reasons. In my misspent youth, I did a fair
number of plastic airplane models. Eventual ly I
noticed that the producing companies had
definite traits. Revell , Monogram, and Hawk
produced beautiful ly researched and faithful kits,
often with well modeled functioning detai ls. I
remember them as quite instructive, though
frequently butchered by my poor assembly
skil ls. (I tended to affix many enormous official
glue-fingerprint Seals © of Quality. My brother
Craig was better, especial ly on the classic WWII
All ied bombers.)

Farther down stream was Lindberg, big on late
“50’s jets l ike the Grumman F11 -F Tiger and

Pitfalls in Scale Modeling; Some
Tempest/Teapot Thoughts
By Alan Williams, Vice Zog North American B-70 Valkyrie bomber. While

not real ly bad, these tended smaller in scale,
would drift a bit in shape and had those
decals that crumbled. They also featured
detai led turbine engines, sl ightly viewable
through weird l ittle inspection hatches, and
cockpit interiors that never quite fit right. Pi lot
figures tended to look like midgets.

Aurora was the bottom feeder of the U.S.
plastic model scene. Parts were warped and
il l-fitting, rivet detai ls were gigantic, al ignment
keys didn’t, and such. More importantly, the
aircraft’s basic shapes were often really
wrong. Craig reminded me of the peculiar X-
1 5 they produced, whose fuselage was
decidedly bloated. Strangely, the box
paintings always fol lowed the mutant l ines
that emerged as the build proceeded. We
frequently suspected that Aurora’s method
was “Doodle some art, then whack the molds
together to match.” Both Aurora and Hawk
often had weirdly bogus colors on their decal
sheets.

In the rocketry world most scale kits do a
good job of matching a prototype’s shape.
The ASP and Semroc lines have had some
really fine products. The 1 /5 scale Estes D-
Region Tomahawk was magnificently detai led,
down to the subtle double break cross section
on the fin’s leading edge cuffs. Their recent
reengineering of the Centuri Little Joe 2 may
be the best scale kit of the last five years.
Their classic Maxi-Honest John was actual ly
much more accurate than most folks realized.
Overly flexible fins were my only objection.

Usually errors are on the order of changes
due to practical considerations for the mass
market. For instance, the great old Estes
Aerobee 300 kit would have been impossible
for a beginner to fly with its accurate Veri-Jet
booster attached. So they left it off. The
canard fins on their Bul lpup 1 2 D missi le kit
were relocated to improve stabil ity. Sti l l
odder things happen. When it reintroduced
the 2” diameter Centuri Mercury-Redstone,
Estes unnecessari ly enlarged that kit’s scale
steering vanes. Almost al l companies’
versions of Saturn V kits have had errors in
stage stringers and other exterior detai ls,
plus bigger fins to help stabil ity. And the
1 980’s Estes Space Shuttle kit’s wings were
changed to help the Orbiter segment fly
home.

Sometimes though, true “Aurora-ism” shows
in our world too. In mid-May of 1 986 I was
given an extraordinary opportunity to see
Black Brant X vehicle 35.01 4 and Taurus-
Nike-Tomahawk fl ight 38.008 being
assembled at Wallops. The two plasma
cloud fl ights tested aspects of Nobel Prize
Laureate Hannes Alfven’s theories
concerning high energy-matter flow
processes that helped construct the
universe.

While at Wallops I was able to photograph
detai ls of each vehicle from inches away.
When the Mark 1 2/70 Terrier, Black Brant V-
C, and third stage Nihka motors were being
mated on the “50K” heavy vehicle launcher I
was literal ly standing between them shooting
pictures. I documented the Terrier-to-BB V-C
adapter’s rarely noticed drag plates (to
prevent in-fl ight col l isions), and the hidden
anti-rol l pins that reside in the Brant motor’s

Continued next page
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fin can. Back in Bowie a few nights later I shot the
actual experiments, with “Alfven waves” visibly
moving through the plasma clouds. Cool!
(Unfortunately, I have not yet been able to digitize
these negatives.)

I therefore believe I have very rel iable knowledge on
how the Black Brant X goes together. Some years
later, Public Missi les inc. started advertising their
scale BB X models (representing the 1 981 fl ight
1 2.038 GT test prototype). I t was the second and
third stages, with an option to buy a stage one Terrier
segment. I noticed that they had interpreted the
vehicle-specific interstage adapter as some form of
stage two boattai l . When I cal led them and explained
the true function of the parts. I was politely told to
stuff it. Now, ordinari ly I wouldn’t much mind a
company’s honest goofs on a model kit. Strangely,
these guys seemed proud of their error. (To fix the kit,
simply mount the part down on the Terrier motor
nose and rework the mating hardware.)

As to why I ’m torqued about this: I just spotted the
lovely half-scale Black Brant X (less the first stage)
launch in September’s Sport Rocketry coverage of
the National Sport Launch. Beautiful work and a fine
fl ight photo. Unfortunately the builder enlarged the
PML kit design and slapped their bogus “boattai l” on
his model. (He also had to design a motor mount
much farther aft than needed.)

Yes, I know that his intent was likely not a serious
replica of the prototype. I fault the information source,
rather than the modeler. And yes, he flew it without a
Terrier stage. (See Aerobee 300 above. As Vice Zog,
We have regal prerogative to be inconsistent. ) But as
a sport fl ight subject, the modeler should have the
option on which wrong things to choose from.

And it’s also why you never just trust a kit to be
correct. Always try to verify the detai ls.

Detail ofBB X flt 35.014 on launcher. Note the

clamp mechanism mounting the forward-tapered

adapter and interstage assembly to the Terrier

motor. Operational Mark 12/Mark 70

Terrier/Standard ER missile boosters had an

explosive locking/separation system which is

deactivated in this application. Also note the

prominent “elephant ear” drag plates to assure

clean stage separation. The entire bronze-

colored assembly flies away with the Terrier

motor. The separation plane is the rear of the

Brant’s fin can.

Photo: A. Williams

Details ofWallops display Black Brant V-C at NARCON ’17. Note the steel anti-roll pins installed in

the vehicle’s fin can. For flight all four pins would be mounted. These go roughly two inches into

matching holes in the Terrier adapter mount ring, preventing the two stages from aerodynamically

rotating at different rates. This would be terrifically bad, as the only thing keeping them together

during firing is the booster’s thrust holding it to that small right- angle riding area inside the Brant’s

fin can aft perimeter. That’s what the Terrier adapter sockets into. The star-shaped artifact visible

forward inside the fin unit is what you bolt the nozzle exit cone onto when building the motor.

Photo: A. Williams

Pitfalls, Continued
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Rocketry Festival 201 9

NARAM-61 Events:

1 /4A Parachute Duration*
1 /4A Helicopter Duration*
A Boost Glide Duration*
B Eggloft Duration*
B Payload Altitude*
C Eggloft Altitude*

C Rocket Glider - Multi-round
E Altitude

Classic Model
Scale

Research & Development

July 27-August 3, 201 9
International Aeromodeling Center

Muncie IN

FAI USA Team Flyoffs - July 28-30
Sport Flying July 27 - August 3
NARAM July 31 - August 3

For current info, go to
www.nar.org

Competition Corner:
NARAM-61 and
Farewell to an old Favorite

Folks,

I wanted to pass along a word or several about RAMTEC. Rita & I
have decided to discontinue the RAMTEC series after 21 events and
25 years. When we picked up where Janet & Art Rose left off with
WUBBA we never thought this would continue on for so many years.
After al l WUBBA only lasted 1 5 years. We wish to thank you for your
participation and support over these years. Without you it would have
never happened.

For 201 9, SPAAR wil l continue to support the NRC and wil l regularly
register NRC launches that al l of you and your section members are
welcome to attend. Labor Day weekend wil l be scheduled as a single
day SPAAR Sport and NRC launch on Saturday. I know that NOVAAR
is working on a two day competition event during mid-September and I
encourage to you support them as you have RAMTEC.

Please pass the word to your sections. Happy Thanksgiving and a
Merry Christmas. I hope to see many of you at NARCON.

Glenn Feveryear

RAMTEC No More
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